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MATERIALS & INFO 
 

Finished Size: 11.5” x 110”  

 

Skill Level:  Beginner 

 

Yarn: Madeline Tosh Home or similar bulky 

yarn (200g Main Colour, 200g Contrast Colour); 

shown here in Fragrant and Antique Lace 

 

Gauge: 10 st/14 rows per 4”/10cm after blocking 

 

Needles: US11/8mm (straights or circular)  

 

Notions: tapestry needle for weaving in ends, 

optional pom pom maker 

PATTERN NOTES 
 
 
 
This quick and easy yarn is a perfect weekend 
project or a last minute gift.  It will wrap around 
several times, keeping you toasty and warm. 
 
The pattern as written results in a 110” scarf, so 
it is very long.  You can adjust the length by 
doing less rows in the striped sections. 
 
We’ve added two large pom poms to the ends of 
our scarf, but tassels or faux fur pom poms 
would also be great.  Yarn requirements do 
include making the two large yarn pom poms. 
 
  

 

 

Stitch Glossary 
  
CO – cast on 
k – knit 
kfb – knit into front and back of  stitch 
m1r: make 1 right 
ssk - slip, slip, knit 
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PATTERN INSTRUCTIONS 

 

SECTION 1 
 
CO 1 with Fragrant 
Row 1: kfb, turn 
Row 2: knit 
Row 3: k1, m1r, knit to end 
Row 4: knit 
Repeat Rows 3 and 4 until you have 30 stitches on your needle, ending with Row 4. 
 
Continuing with Fragrant, knit 52 more rows, (26 garter ridges), ending with a wrong side row. 
Do not break yarn. Throughout the following striped sections carry the yarn that is not in use up 
the side of your work. 
 
Change to Antique Lace. 
 
SECTION 2 
 
Knit 2 rows Antique Lace (1 garter ridge) 
Knit 4 rows Fragrant (2 garter ridges) 
Repeat those six rows 7 times total, for a total of 42 rows, (21 garter ridges). 
 
SECTION 3 
 
Knit 2 rows Antique Lace (1 garter ridge) 
Knit 2 rows Fragrant (1 garter ridge) 
Repeat those four rows 20 times, for a total of 80 rows, (40 garter ridges) 
 
SECTION 4 
 
Knit 4 rows Antique Lace (2 garter ridges) 
Knit 2 rows Fragrant (1 garter ridge) 
 
Repeat those six rows 7 times total for a total of 42 rows, (21 garter ridges). Break the Fragrant 
yarn. 
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SECTION 5 
 
Continuing with Antique Lace: 
 
Knit 52 rows (26 garter ridges) 
Decrease Row 1: k1, ssk, knit to end 
Decrease Row 2: knit 
Repeat Decrease Row 1 & 2 until you have one stitch left and fasten 
off. 
 
Block your scarf. I wet block mine, but in the end I wish I had only 
sprayed it wet. Mine really grew in the blocking, so keep that in 
mind especially if you don’t swatch before starting. 
 
Optional: Make two large pompoms, (one in each colour or a 
mixture of both yarns, or whatever your heart desires). Attach one 
pom pom to each end. 
 
Wear and enjoy!  
 

ABOUT HIGH FIBRE SHOP 

 

High Fibre Shop is an online shop with yarns, kits, tools, notions and gifts for those who love to 

knit and/or crochet.  We also sell our patterns and kits in the shop.  You can find us at 

highfibreshop.com, on Instagram @high.fibre.shop, or Ravelry highfibrediet. 

 


